
4. Test for Mold
Perform mold testing to verify that the home mold levels are within a normal range.

OPTIONAL TREATMENT:

Dust & Small Particulate Clean-Up

The purpose of the small particle cleanup is to reduce mold
exposure by reducing any mold spores or fragments that are
present in your home. Even if the mold particulates are dead,
they can create health symptoms. Remember that reducing
clutter and keeping the dust to a minimum will result in a
healthier home.

Get Every Last Fragment of Mold

One of the most important activities when remediating a
home for mold is the small particulate cleanup, as mold
travels and deposits in the same way general dust does. For
mold and chemical sensitive individuals, these small particles
are known to promote harmful health effects that can be
toxic, pathogenic, or allergenic in nature.

Mold Spores Can Spread Just Like Dust

*We recommend cleaning Microfiber cloths
with Remedy Laundry Detergent.

Purchase Remedy Laundry Detergent and other natural
products for dealing with mold at citrisafe.com.

Visit ImmunoLytics.com for affordable DIY mold testing and lab analysis.

2. HEPAVacuum
HEPA vacuum all surfaces within your home. This is an
effort to collect large and small settled debris. This debris
often includes pet hair, dust, spider webs, dirt and other
forms of particulate commonly found when sweeping or
vacuuming. Use a HEPA Vacuum with a quality canister
vacuum and upholstery attachments.

All surfaces should get wiped. Unlike traditional wiping
of surfaces, it is imperative that cleaning cloths and
rags are not reused for multiple areas. Wipe a relatively
small area and then begin the next area with a new
cleaning cloth.*

Turn off any device that stirs up particulates or makes
them airborne. Including - HEPA air scrubber, vacuum
cleaners, air purifiers, etc.

Wipe down all surfaces with one of these methods:
A. Microfiber cloths dampened with a diluted
solution consisting of one bottle of HavenMist in
one gallon of warm water.
B. Or, microfiber cloths dampened by a ½ tsp of
dish soap in one gallon of warm water.
C. Or, use disposable HavenWipes.

3. Wipe Surfaces

Vacuum the following:
• Horizontal & Vertical Surfaces
• Upholstery
• Textiles (furniture, lamp shades, curtains, etc.)

Commonly missed but important areas to vacuum:
• Under/behind appliances, wash machine, and dryer
• Top of cabinetry and book shelves
• Under couches and beds
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1. Treat With Haven
Use HavenFog, HavenMist, or Peroxide according to their instructions.

It is best to wear an N95 respirator, eye
protection, and latex or nitrile gloves for
Steps 2 and 3.

USE PROPER PPE:


